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PREFACE
.
The aim of this thesis is to present in a careful manner a
descriptive and historical account of children's periodicals, and
to set forth reliable statistics bearing upon the extent of their
popularity and circulation. For this purpose the compiler has con-
sulted different sources of reference^ making a thorough and search-
ing examination of a number of these periodical*; and in addition,
a circular letter was sent to the children's librarians of twenty-
five of the best libraries in the country, asking them to answer
an inclosed list of questions which has brought out their opinions
•f the periodicals with which th^ have had experience in the child-
ren's room.
These opinions were the main factors employed in determining
the periodicals to be included in the list of the ten most popular.
Th« annotations are intended to be descriptive rather than critical.
The supplementary list contains short descriptive annotations of
the magazines that have been taken by some of the libraries , or
those found upon examination to be worthi^ of including.
The conclusions, t iBrefore, are based upon the results of the
compiler's individual investigations, subject to the conjunctive
influence of opinions expressed by experienced librarians.
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I.
History .
The origin of periodical literature dates far bach into the
sixteenth century. The first publication appeared in Venice in
the year I53I, It was issued in manuscript form by the govern-
ment , and sold for a Gazetta* a Venetian coin. Periodical liter-
ature was taken up in England in 1588, Por twenty-five years, only
a single magazine was in circulation. At this period a second one
made its appearance, and from this tibie on the number continued
to multiply until 1642,when no less than twenty had been establish-
ed. The first children's magazine to make its appearance was the
•Lilliputian Magazine'*
,
gotten out by T.Caman
in 1783. None of the earliest magazines wer« in-
Pirst English
Children* s
Periodicsil
.
tended for children alone, and the assignment of certain periodi-
cals for the use of this class of readers has been but a natural
outgrowth in the development of the science.
The first children's magazine published in America of which
amy mention is made appeared as early as 1802 in Philadelphia, and
was called,* The Juvenile Magazine*, printed by Benjamin and Jacob
Johnson. The Youth's Companion appeared in 1827,
First American
Periodical
Por Children.
and is really the first children's magazine published in America.
Since that time many other periodicals for children have appear-
ed in the United States, as well as in other countries. According
to the tenth census ,1880, the number published in the United States
was two-hundred and seventeen, A very large number of these were
Sunday School papers, gotten out by church unions and other relig-
ious societies, and distributed free to the scholars. Since that
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time there has been a continued increase in the nxnaber of children^
periodicals, and a corresponding advancement in the better quality
of suhject matter in reference to its special adaptation to child-
ren. One of the most noticeable changes has been in the use of
better paper, type, and particularly the illustrations which have
become very good. However, on the whole this class of literature
is as yet very deficient, and one of the most Need of Better
Periodicals
urgent needs of the time is a decided improve- For Children,
ment aJLong these lines. The following comment made by Mrs, 21118011
of Minneapolis Public library will express in a general way the
opinions of children's librarians on this subject We need a per-
iodical which represents the high standard of children's literature
Which we are demanding for our libraries^one that should be to the
children what some of the older magazines are to the homes and
tastes of the mothers and fathers. There shoiUd be a real liter-
ary value, as well as artistic illustrations,"
Uae by Librarie s.
The number of good children's periodicals is very small. In
many of the libraries, a number of periodicals other than those
strictly for children are placed in the children's roomj such as
Harper's Weekly, Scientific American,, Leslie' s Weekly, Outing,and
Life.The Boston Public library includes in its list two French, and
one German periodical for children. Most of the libraries do not
take more than ten children's magazines. The feeling among the
1 '\n'.v
3.
librarians as expressed in their letter is that periodical liter-
ature for cjiildren at present should be discouraged
in favor of books. In order to emphasize the almost
Periodicals
Books,
complete ananimity of this sentiment as voiced by the librarians
and their reasons therefor , a few quotations from their letters
have been noted as follows:-
Miss Julia Krug, Children's Librarian of St, louis Public Lib-
rary, says: -"Mr. Crunden, our head librarian does not favor mag-
azine reading for children, but thinks it much better to read books.
Miss Hooper of the Brookline Public library irakes the follow-
ing comment:-* we do not consider many of the children's magazines
worth the cost, and prefer to supply books in their place,*
Mrs. Silas E. Maltby, children's librarian at Buffalo Public
library says:-* I fear I am somewhat of a heretic, but the feeling
is very strong within me that periodicals in general, particularly
in the plural, are not wholesome for children's minds. Grown ups
certainly suffer in power of concentration and in loss of memory
from too much newspaper and magazine reading, consequently, it must
injure the mental faculties of children even more. We try to cover
the field for children's interests by having at least one good mag-
azine
,
the best as near as we can judge on each interest. You may
think when you read the list that it is too small, but it seems
better to err in that respect than to have poor material on a sub-
j ect no matter how fine the subject."

Mrs. Annette C. Bllison, children's librarian of the Minn-
eapolis Public library, says:-* We think the children's periodicals
generfiQly speaking are below the average of children's literature.
Some hare no redeeming quality save their illus-
trations, which, owing to the fact that the lat-
ter have become a feature of the modern standards, are often very
good."
Miss Lillian PQspishil, of Cedar Rapids, (lowaj Pree public
library, says:-* Our experience with children at the library is
that magazines, with exception of St. Nicholas and Youth's compan-
ion, are very little used, we think that the interest in many of
them might be stimulated, but we have not felt that we had time to
try and make the experiment,*
Miss Mary E. Dousman, children's librarian at Milwaukee Pub-
lic library, makes the following remark:-"! think the outlook in
cJiildren's periodicals is not very encouraging. We do not wish to
add to our list until we are sure of getting something ^orth while.
It is a pity the magazines for children are not better as children
enjoy them so much, especially the bound volumes,*
Duplicate s.
The tendency among the librarians is to duplicate a few
favorites, rather than take a great variety of children's magaz-
ines. Of course St, Nicholas and Youth's Companion stand at the
head of this list as they have done for a niamber of years, and
seem to improve each year and come more in general favor with the
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children. Some libraries take as many as eight copies, and none
take less than two copies, A number of the libraries take two or
even more copies of "Birds and Nature", "Child Garden" , "Current
Literature", and "Great Round World", As to the remaining period-
icals for children, the libraries seldom take more than a single
copy of each.
Binding and Circulatin g.
The greater number of the most important magazines are
bound; and as a rule the bound volumes circulate. Among tl»se that
do not circulate are "Youth's Companion", "American Boy",which are
too large, a^so those magazines needed for reference work in the
library do not circulate. The plan of binding the current numbers
each year and allowing then to circulate is followed in many lib-
raries. The success attained by this means is expressed quite cl«ar
ly by the following remarks of experienced librarians:-
Miss Anna C, Moore, children's librarian at Piatt Institute
Free public library, says: -"The current numbers of the children's
magazines are very little read in our library, but the volumes are
very popular. Itoubtless the circulation of current numbers would
make them more popular, but a question whether they are worth the
circulation is presented,"
Miss Paspishil, •f Ctdar Rapids (la.) Public library says:-
•The bound volumes circulate only when they are duplicates of
those in regular set. The boys prefer getting down bound volumes,
to reading the latest numbers. Each evening our tables and clairs
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are filled with boys reading "back niimbers of St, Nicholas and Youth^
Companion,"
Miss Powers of the Cleveland Public library says:-" bind
eyery magazine we taJce, provided they are not too badly worn.*
Concerhing suitable binders for current numbers. Miss
Mary B« Root, children's librariaji at Providence Public library has
this to say:-" suitable binders for current num-
bers of children's magazines are a great need, I
Binders.
have never yet found anything thoroughly satisfactory. Rods are re-
moved by the children, sind the stiff backs scratch the tables."
Collecting Periodicals no longer ?ilxtant
.
There are periodicals no longer published that are con-
sidered quite valuable to have in the children's collection. Some
of the best are Harper's Young People, Harper's Round Table, Our
Young Folks , and Wide AwaJce--, all have been popular and well read
during their circulation. Some of the libraries try to add complete
sets of these to their collections on account of the good stories,
instructive papers, and their general interest to the children.
Wide Awake was established in 1875, in Boston, under the editorship
of Ella ¥. Parman, published by Daniel Iothrop,and \~
Wide
was continued until September ,1393, when it was conH Awake.
solidated with St, Nicholas. Several of the libraries try to secure
bound volumes ©f Wide Awake because it contains such valuable and
instructive reading. The merits of Harper's Round Table is ^ell
brought out in the following quotations taken from a letter by
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Miss Conover of the Detroit Public library:- "Hiarper's Round Table
was a great favorite and its loss is still mourned. A periodical
of that kind with some space given to wholesome sport, and some at-
tention to humor with a lively stimulating serial, sketcles of trav-
el, and a brief man^-y treatment of current events seems to be what
It
the wide awake boys and girls desire.
The following quotations will show the attitude that some of
our most prominent librarians take in this matter:
Miss Julia Krug of the St. Louis Public library says: "From
time to time we bi^y complete sets of Harper's Young People, and Our
Young Polks, and we always find them very helpful and popular.*
Mi-8,Maltby of the Buffalo Public library says:-* We tiy to get
Harper's Young People or Harper's Round Table and Wide Awake, These
are th« only instances of so doing,"
Miss Mary B, Lindsay of the Evanston free Public library has
this to say:-* We take periodicals no longer extant in case of stan-
dard sets, such as Harper's Round Table and Wide Awake, etc.*
Mrs. Mary S.S.Root, of the Providence Public library says;*We
buy copies of Harper's Round Table whenever we get hold of them .We
also never can have enough of back voliimes of St. JTiclxlasThey are
excellent and far more popular than th« later ones.
Periodicals for Current Events.
The three periodicals which are found to be the most popular
among th« various libraries, and most widely recommended by them as
the best for current events are "the Great Round World,Little
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Grsat Round
World.
Pirst
Chronicle, and Current Literature. The ffreat
Round World comes first with the largest nura-
Ijer of recommendations. It is found on the list of sixteen of the
twenty-five libraries, Mrs. Malfby of the Buffalo Public library
says:-* The Great Round World is very good for current events,
best, probably, but their children do not read it extensively,"
Miss Gertrude White of the Free Public library. New Haven, says
this:-* It helps pupils in their school work,*
The Little Chronicle comes second with eleven endorse-
ments . It is taJcen in many cases by libraries Little
Chronicle,
Second.which sQso take the Great Round World, In two such
Instances the librarians state their preference in favor of the
former. Miss Elizabeth M, McMillan of the Scranton Public library
says:-* The LlttlB Chronicle is the best one that we take for a
general survey of the field in the world's progress,"
Miss Lillian Pespishil of Cedar Rapids (la.) public library
makes the following comment:-* We took the Great Round World, and
liked it ourselves, but the children seldom toucled it, so in choos-
ing we decided to keep the lat6r .*
Current Literature is the remaining one, and is taken by
seven of the twenty-five libraries. In most of
these cases, it is found in the main reading room
Current
Literature,
Third.
and not in the children's ro<cm. The librarians consider it too old
for the children. The Milwaukee and Minneapolis Public libraries

do not favor either of these magazines or any magazine of current
literature alone, Tsut "believe the current events column in the
Youth's Companion contains sufficient material to supply the child-
ren with all the current news they need or desire.
Magazines forPriXflary Pupils .
The general opinion among lihrarians on the suTsject of
magazines for primary pupils or very small children is that at pres-
ent none are entirely satisfactory. Miss Ella Saltmarsh of the
Indianopolis Pu'blic library says:-" I find that there is a demand
fer a magazine or paper for children who are too young to enjoy
St, Nicholas or Youth's Companion, but so far have meen nothing
entirely satisfactory,"
Mrs* Maltby of Buffalo Public library says:-" It seems to me
that periodicals to recommend to primary pupils are lacking. Little
Polks and Child Garden are unsatisfactory now days, and feeling as
I do personally, I do not recommend magazines especially for small
children.*
However, those most in use for this purpose at present are
Child Garden, Little Polks, and St, Nicholas,
Selecting Magazines for Boys and Girl s
,
In selecting magazines especially for the older boys and
girls, the rule seems to be that little discrimination is made be-
tween the two classes, as both read about the same kind of liter-
ature. Yet when such is made, th<e boys make use of Amateur Work,
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American Boy, andScientific American, Miss En^e of the Free Pub-
lic library of Philadelphia makes the following comment outing
is very much liked by the older boys, and likely to form a good
taste for books of travel,
•
Miss Dodd of Newark Free Public library says:-* Harper's Week-
ly is always on our tables, and as far as the pictures go. it is
well liked; but I fear the boys read very little in it,"
The girls are better satisfied with St, Nicholas, and LittW
Polks, Miss Conover of Detroit Public library makes the following
conaDient:-* I wish we could have something especially for the girls
with new fancy work, patterns, recipes, music, gardening etc. Girls
read the periodicals we have, but not so much as the boys. The
girls read bound volumes more than th^ read current numbers."
It has been observed at other libraries that the boys make
use of periodicals to some greater extent than girls, wl» would
rather read a book; and perhaps it is just as well. Many of the
older boys cwd girls read adult periodicals almost entirely.
Periodicals Analyzed
.
The rule as set forth by the librarians in their responses to
questions concerning the analyzing of children's periodicals in
card catalogues is that very few of the libraries analyze any of
the magazines. In some cases it is due to a lack of time, while in
others, th^ think that very few of the articles in the current nuTc\-
bers are worth analyzing. Only two of the libraries
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make any attempt at analyzing children's periodicals, T^ey are the
Buffalo Public library, and Kansas City Public library. At the
Buffalo Public library a separate analytical
St, iTicholas
index is made for St, Nicholas, but not kept in Analyzed.
card catalogue, AtKansas City Public library an analytical card in-
dex is made for St, Nicholas, The other magazines have not been
considered worth the trouble and work of analayzing.
Printed Cards,
In general the libraries are not in favor of having printed
cards analyzing children's magazines. Although ten of the twenty-
five think it would be very helpful if the libraries coxild afford
to buy them. The cost per title would probably be one or two cents
and as it would take a great many cards to analyze any one of the
periodicals the cost would be great. Take for example the cost
of the printed cards for the children's books at the Carnegie lib-
rary, Pittsburgh, Here the use of the Library Bureau, standard
card
.
size 33, is made. 1053 titles to be printed, about seven
cards for a title, and a cent a title, amounting to about $70, a
set. Miss Olcott, c^iildren's librarian at the Carnegie library,
Pittsburgh ,is one of the librarians who is not yst in favor of hav-
ing printed cards analyzing children's periodicals.
Miss Ellen Biscoe, of Bau Claire (Wis.) Public librar^'^ says:-
•A slip record of subjects kept by the children's
librarian would be cheaper and just as satisfactory
in a small library,'
Slip
Record,
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Most of the librarians of the smaller libraries feel just a-
bout the same way as Miss Biscoe does. Still she says;-" It woiild
be a good plan to have printed cards analyzing Birds and Nature, the
Youth's Coiai>anion, Little Chronicle, St. iTicholas ; but we do not
feel as if we were able to "buy them."
Miss Maiy B. Lindsay of Bva«ston Free Public library says: -"We
do not analyze any of the children's periodicals , but if time and
help allowed, should like to do so^ for Great Round World, St,
.
Nicholas, and Youth's Compa nion. printed cards would aid material-
ly in our doing so,"
Kiss Gertrude White of the New Haven Free Public library has
this to say:-" Instead of printed cards analyzing some of the mag-
azines, would prefer an index like that to St. Nicholas
compiled by Goss and Baker, indices to Wide A*ake,
Pansy. Pathfinder, and Great Round World would be very
helpful.-
This seems to be a good suggestion and the best plan at pres-
ent. The index to St. Nicholas has been tried by many of the lib-
raries, and found to be very satisfactory. Besides thowe librar-
ies alrea,dy mentioned, remarks from other librarians on this sub-
ject will be given, smd a note made of th« magazines for which they
would like to have printed cards.
Mrs, Maltby of Buffalo Public library maikes the following com-
ment:-" Yes, it would be helpful if the library could afford te
have printed cards analyzing magazines. We would like to have cards
Indices
Like one
to
St .Nicholas
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for Bird Lore, Birds and Nature, Child Garden, St, Nichslas, and
Youth's Companion.*
Mr, Thomson, 111)rarian of the Free Public library ©f Philadel-
phia, says:-* We do not analyze the children's magazines in our
card catalogue. The librarian of the children's department is fam-
llar with most of the article for the current month, and able to
advise those asking for specific information. I would like to have
sample c%rds of the card analysis, if you are interested in such a
movement, St, Nicholas, Youth's Companion, Little Polks, and Birds
and Nature would be the magazines whose analysis would be most help-
ful to us.*
Miss Moore of Scerille Institute library (Oak Park, 111^) says:-
*Ve would like to have printed cards for any of them. Youth's Compare,
ion most of all, and two old numbers of Harper's Young People,*
Miss McMillan of Scranton Public library makes the following
cemment:-* We would like to have printed cards analyzing St. Nich-
olas to help in making lists,*
There are other librarians who make no farther comment
than,*printed cards would be of great assistance to tis*..The fol-
lowing includes a list of the libraries, and the magazines for
which they desire cards :r
Cedar Rapids(Ia.) Pree Public library
-Youth's Companion,
Birds and Nature, Current Literature, Great Round World, Little
Chronicle, and St, Nicholas.
I
14.
Milwaukee Public library St. Nicholas,
Newark Free Public library Bird Lore, current Liter-
ature, Great Round World, Little Chronicle, our Dumb Animals, St,
Nicholas, and Youth's Companion,
Providence Public library Little Chronicle,
Conclusion,
_
The out look in children's periodicals is not very encourag-
ing. It is the ananimous opinion of librarians, as shown in the
previous pages, that great efforts should be made to raise the
standard of this class of literature; for if the material were bet-
ter, magazine redding would be to the children what short stories
have grown to be to the American adult. However, there are at pres-
entperiodicals whose good qualities are sufficient to make them
popular. The following is a list of the ten periodicals which have
received the greatest number of endorsements from prominent lib-
rarians :-
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The ten most popular magazines arranged in the order of
their popularity:
Periodical
.
Published. Number of Endorsements.
St. Nicholas — - N.Y.City, 23.
Youth s Companion — ^Boston, 23.
Birds & Nature 22.
A A ^ A B s— J TIT A - —^ J U.Y.City, 17.
15,
Bird Lore
---N.Y.City, -------- 14,
Child Garden Chicago, 13.
The Little Chronicle- Chicago, — 12,
American Boy — 9.
Cassel*s Little Polks
1
^London.* 9.
I• I
16.
St. Nicholas
, monthly, 1873--date, v.l-date. 104 p.illus.
10X8 in. Century Co. N.y, J3.OO ed. by Mary Mapes Dodge,
St. Nicholas, an illustrated magazine for young folks,made
its appaarance over thirtjq^years ago, and has grown arid developed
aJong all important hraches until to-day it stands without a rival
in children's literature. The success of the magazine is largely
due to the editor Mary Mapes Dodge, she is very proficient, as her
eacperience in selecting and preparing literature for children ex-
tends over a long period, ^d she understands and knows just what
will suit the children "best, prom the very beginning of its exist-
ence, the magazine has merited the universal commendation of its
host of readers. At all times and in every place it has been receiv-
ed by the children with the greatest favor, without an exception it
is taken by every library that takes children's periodicals. Its
circulation is not confined to libraries alone, but is found in
more homes than any other children's periodical. In every case it
is received with the greatest satisfaction. During its growth seve*!-
al smaller but popular magazines of a similar nature have been ab-
sorbed by it, and each has contributed something very appreciable
to its maturer development. Among the magazines absorbed are Our
Young Polks, and Wide Awake. The former was edited by Gail Hamiltn
J.T.Trowbridge, and Lucy Larcon.and became a part of St, Nicholas
in 1873; the latter was edited by Ella V. Parman and was absorbed
in 1893, The effect of these additions was to increase the size of
the magazine and also to enlarge the scope of its subject matter.

St. Nicholas consists of serials, stories, articles on nature
and science, nonsense verses, the usual puzzle page, and a full ac-
count of the St. Nicholas League. Each number usually contains one
or more serials and long stories. These are prepared with great
care, and are told in an attractive way. The child traces the char-
acters through the stories with real interest, is taught to make
discriminations, and invariably concludes by comprehending the sim-
ple moral inteded to be drawn-, being one of kindness, honesty, or
goodness. The short stories are stories of adventure, heroism, and
episodes of child life--, all of which are pure and elevating. The
club work done by the St. Nicholas League gives it a personal and
vital interest to most readers. Aside from the material alreac^y
mentioned, the magazine contains many very good illustrations. It
is well printed in large, plain type, and on good paper. All the
material is pure, wholesome, and uplifting. The manner in which
the subject matter is presented is freest from objection. The style
is one of marked simplicity; and the clear, forcible manner in whioV
the subjects are treated is strikin^y effective, St. Nicholas with
its index is of the greatest use to the pupils of the graded school
for supplementary reading, and also to the children's librarians in
making out special lists.
St, Nicholas is taken by all of the twenty-five libraries to
which letters were sent asking for a list of the periodicals taken
for the children's room. The majority of the libraries take two
or three copies, but in some instances libraries take as many as
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eight copies on accoimt of the great demand for them. All bind
volumes, and let them circulate. Some librarians think that the
greatest value comes after they are old and bound. Two of the libr-
aries have analyzed St, Nicholas—The Buffalo Public library, and
Kansas City Public library, Wta, Maltby of the Buffalo Public lib-
rary says;-*We make a separate analytical index for St, Nicholas,
and find it very useful,"
Miss Read of KansaftCity Public library says:-*We have made
an analytical card index to St, Nicholas.*
Bight of the twenty -five libraries wo\ild like to have printed
cards analyzing St, Nicholas. They are Buffalo Public library;
Eau Claire (Wis.) Public library; Bvanston Free Public library;
Indianapolis Public library; Milwaukee Public library; Newark Pree
Public library; Free Library of Philadelphia; and Scoville Instit-
ute library (Oak Park, 111
.)
,
The following quotations are taken from letters of librarians
giving comuKints on St. Nicholas :-
Miss Hooper of the Brookline Public library says:-*We take
four copies of St. Nicholas, and bind all; two for circulation and
two for reference."
Miss Conover of Detroit Public library says:-*St »Nicholas is
more read this year than for some time past, I think the variety
supplied by the different departments is a distinct gain.*
Miss Lindsay .librarian of Bvanston Free Public library, makes

the following comment : -•We have part of duplicate set of St,
Nicholas which circulates. We consider it best for girls."
Mi's. Ellison of Minneapolis Public library says:-" St. Nicholas
still seems to me to be in advance of the others, although it has
deteriorated in some respects,*
Mr. Thomson of the Pree library of Philadelphia says:
-"I con-
sider St. Nicholas the most valuable periodical for children, both
f»r reading matter and for illustrations.*
St. Nicholas --Index.
A complete, comprehensive index, and diotiojiary catalogue to
the first twenty-seven volumes of St. Nicholas; compiled by Harriet
Goss, and Gertrude A, Baker. Cleveland, 0. Cumulative Index Co.
1901, 234 p. 0. $2,00,
This index contains over 20,000 references arrsmged analytical
ly, alphabetically, and classified. The index is a dictionary cat-
alogue in fom, following A,L .A. list of subject headings. However,
that it might be more useful in preparation of special lists (when**
ever there has been a large accumulation of entries) under a head-
ing the subject has been divided, as Poetry .divided into general,
animal, and birds, etc . Entries are concise and as brief as possible
but includes indications of illustrations; and for serials, notes
beginning and end of installments; inclusive paging uniformly given
The printing is Linotype work, and there are no variations in the
type: but the general effect is clear and sufficiently effective.
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The index seems to "be a careful and intelligent piece of work
which is very creditable to its compilers, and has proven to be an
indispensable library aid in the children's department, No Libr-
aryworking with children directly, or through the schools can af-
ford to be without it. Every library will find a volume a labor
and time saver in its work*
Youth's Companion
, weekly, June 1827 -to date, v.l.- date, 8 p.--
illus, 17 xl2 in. Perry Mason & Co, Boston. $1,75,
The Youth's Companion was the first children's periodical ever
published in America, It was established in Boston, 1827, by Nathan-
iel Willis and Rev. Asa Rand. At the age of 79. Mr. Willis writing
concerning the magazine says:-* In 1826 Mr. Asa Rand was my part-
ner. We had a regular children's department in the recorder, we
found all the children very greatly interested in it. we issued pro
posals for the Youth's Companion, and in June, 1827, commenced its
publication, I retained charge of the Companion until 1857, when
it was sold to Olmstead & Co. who kept it several years then sold
it to Perry Mason & Co. ,who are the present publishers
The Youth's Companion has always been exceedingly popular for
the reason that it is read by people of all ages, being as much a
companioji for the old as for the young. In form the sheets are
rather large, resembling a newspaper of small dimensions. Bach page
contains four columns, the articles arranged in newspaper style, but
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frequently interrupted by illustrations. A few advertisements are
scattered through the paper, which is always objectionable.
The Youth's Companion is an excellent story paper for child-
' ren. The subject matter consists of two or three serials, being
stories of adventure, travel, or of an historical nature, together
with short stories of frontier life, southern life, home and school.
The entire list,while possessing abundant interest for the child,
is at the same time preeminently instructive. They a,waken his youth-
ful ambitions, and instill into his childish nature a longing to be
great, a desire to be strong. In his reflections, he understands
that his country differs according to various locations; or that
conditions vary with the time. Thus it is that the stories have a
two-fold benefit, appealing to his better nature, and arousing his
noble passions ;and also teaching him to reflect on situations and
learn a lesson in Geography or History,
Among the contributors to the columns of the Youth's Compan-
ion are such men as Theodor* Roosevelt, A.W.Greely, Carroll D.
Wri^t, Charles King, C.A.Stephens, and many others of equal prom-
inence, comprising some of the best talent in the literary field.
The editorial page is somewhat comprehensive in scope, taicin?g up a-
mong other subj ects, current topics, or public issues of the day.
These matters are presented with clearness, without prejudice, and
the young reader is obliged to form his own opinions and work out
a solution for the unanswered problems. These subjects are sum-
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marized as much as possible, "but not at a sacrifice of clearness
and simplicity. Thus it is the child finds a discussion of some of
the world's most important news and written with unsual care by the
best authorities. Nature and Science has its page where a clea
concise summary is given of the latest triumphs of scientific in-
vention and research- ~;all of which are quite accurate. Lastly the
children's page which consists of charming illustrations, simple
and pretty stories, and amusing verses. This page is very interest-
ing to the little ones, and is also very entertaining to the older
people as well, special numbers for Thanksgiving, Christmas, The
Pourth of July, Easter, and other holidays are issued, and contain
select stories admirably illustrative of the events coramencrated.
The youth's Companion is of the greatest use to the pupils of the
graded schools for supplementary stu(V, meanwhile affording enjoy-
able reading for the young people.
The Youth's Companion is taken by all of the twenty -five libr-
aries to which letters were sent. As a general rule the majority
of the libraries take one or two copies, but in some instances. the
libraries take asmany as eight, on account of the size of the mag-
azine, some of the libraries do not bind and let the volumes cir-
culate, but they are used in the library. Bight of the libraries
would like to have printed cards analyzing Youth* s Companion. They
are Cedar Rapids(Ia.), Free Public library; Bau Claire(Wi8.) Public
library; Free library of Philadelphia; Scoville Institute library

(Oak Park, 111, ) ; Indianapolis Public library; Evanston Tree Public
library; Newailc Free Public library; and Buffalo Public library.
The following quotations are taken from letters of librarian^
giving their opinions of Youth's Companion:
-
Miss Dousman, children's librarian of Milwaukee Public libr-
ary says:-" The currents column in Youth's Companion is the best
for current events."
Mrs. Ellison of Minneapolis Public library says:-" Youth's
Companion is always enjoyed by the boys, and many of its volumes
have been represented by well known authors."
Miss Engle of the Free library of Philadelphia says:-" It is
one of the most popular periodical we take, especially with the
boys."
Mrs. Root of the Providence Public library makes the follow*
ing comment:-" This magazine, owing to its size, hardly pays for
binding, but it seems absolutely necessary to preserve it as far
as possible, so we bind."
Miss McMillan of Scranton Public library says:-" The boys ,
fourteen and older, enjoy Youth's Companion very much,"
Miss White of the Free Public library. New Haven, says: -"Many
of the articles are of the highest educational value, and are very
useful in the work of schools,"
Miss Mary Conover of the Detroit Public library says: -"The
Youth's Companion is excellent for current events in its comments,
but not prompt enough in noting them to be of the most use,"
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Birds & Nature ^monthly « Jan, 1897—date, T,l,-date. 48 p. illug.
10x8 in. A.W. Munf®rd, Chic , tLSO. —ed. "by Wm, Kerr Higley.
Continuation of,
I
Birds, monthly. Jan. 1897— Jul, 1898, t.I.—3. 32 p, illus.
10x8 in. Nature Pub*i Co. #1,25. ed. by C.C.Marble.
and
Birds & All Nature,monthly. Sept, 1898--Jan. 1901. v. 3—7. 32 p,.
illus. 10x8 in. A.¥.Munford. $1.25. ed, by C.C.lIaple.
Birds and Nature is issued monthly, with the exception of
the two summer months, July and August. Prom the above entries, it
will be observed that the magazine first appeared under the title
of Birds; and each number was devoted entirely to this subject. In
1898 a change in j^ub-iisher was made and the tit e cnanged to Bird.:
& A. Nature, The sco e was ena.arged i.i accordance with th.i sig-
nificance of the title. Again in 1901 another change in title was
made, and the magazine was called Birds & Nature, under which name
it is published at the present time. Each number of Birds & Nature
consists of several articles and poems, each of commendable length,
all consistent with the title and object of the magazine. The art-
icles are free from technical terms, are clear and easy to under-
stand. The writers are among th«i best, and are really authorities
on these subjects.
An attractive feature of the magazine is the illustrations.
The three color process is used in producing the beautiful effect
in the bird plates. The size of the illustrations differ. When pos-
siblt they are life size, the rest are one-half size. The colored
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plates are so natural as to enable one to recogiize a number of the
most coinmon birds, even if he has no technical knowledge of them.
School children are delighted with the pictures, and become very
much interested in birds and their habits, as well as familiar with
their names. The name by which the bird is commonly Icnown, and alrf>
its technical name is given, followed by a short sketch concerning
the bird.
Birds & Nature is one of the most beautiful and interesting
publication yet attempted in this direction. All the material is
well selected, and is very instructive. The subjects are presented
In a clear forcible way, which makes them very popular and attract-
ive. The makeup of the magazine is vary good: the paper of fairly
good quality, the print is clear, and the illustrations are excel-
lent. The edphabetical author index at the end of every six months
adds to the reference value of the magazine.
Birds & Nature is taken by twenty-tw© of the twenty-five libr-
aries to which letters were sent. Milwaukee Public library does not
keep this magazine in the children's room, but has it in the adult
periodical rocra where the older children can consult it. The Cleve-
land Public, and Minneapolis Public libraries are the only two
that take more than one copy. These two libraries take two copies
each. With a few exceptions all libraries bind volumes, and all
these voltimes circulate to some extent. Pour of the libraries would
like printed cards analyzing Birds & Nature. They are Eau Claire,
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Wis.) Public library; Buffalo Public library; Free Public library,
of Philadelphia; and the Indianapolis Public library. The follow-
ing is a list of the libraries taking this magazine, and remarks
if any were made by the respective librarians:
Boston Public library,
Brookline Public library,
Buffalo Public library.
Cedar Rapids (la.) Public library,
Clevelajid Public library,
Eau Claire (Wis.) Public library,
Eranston Free Public library,
Hartford Public library,
Indianapolis Public library,
Kansas City Public library,
Los Angeles Public library,
Milwaukee Public library,
Minneapolis Public library, Mrs. Ellison, 6hn. librarian says:
" The nature periodicals have some of the best material of the day
for children, and this one is the best published,"
New Haven Free Public library, --Miss White, CJin. librarian
says:-*It increases the powers of obser-vation."
Free library of Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh , Carnegie library. Miss Olcott, the librarian of
the children's room, says :-* It is popular as a picture book, also
used in schools. The pictures of birds are not always accurate,"
Pratt Institute Free library.
Providence Public library. Mrs. Root, the children's librarian
says:-" Back numbers of these are very popular, and also useful.
Current numbers are usee more for reference work. Pictures interest
the little ones very much."
St, Leuis Public library,
Scovllle Institute library, (Oak Park, 111,)
Springfield (Mass.) City library.
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Great Round Worl d,weekly Nov. 11. 1896— date, v.-l. — date,
22 p, illUB. 10x7 in. Great Round World pub' 1 Co, N.Y.City. $2,00
Bd, by Wm, C. Gates.
Great Round World is published every Thursday, and its name
is significant of the scources from which its material is drawn.
This magazine touches upon many of the most important events happen-
ing in various parts of the world. However, it does not treat these
siibjects strictly in the abstract, but rather connects them with
one another, and accomplishes much by comparisons. Great Round
Words first appeared in 1896 and since that time has landergone im-
portant changes, especially in form. During the first few years of
its existence it was edited by Win. Beverly Harrison, and was very
small, being the usual pocket size, 8x5 in. Then it passed into the
hands of the Great Roimd World Publishing Co, the present publish-
ers, who have made remarkable changes in its general makeup. At
first it was more of a weekly newspaper for boys and girls, but now
it has broadened its field, and is not so interesting for the child-
ren as formerly. In Jan. 1901 the publishers decided to make a
change in the size of the pages, saying that some of the best adver-
tisers had refused t# insert their adds, because of the smallness
of the pages, and consequently the change followed. It assumed the
standard size 10x7 in. and the results were gratifying in every way
to the publishers.
The Great Round World, aside from touching upon the most im-
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portant and significant evenjbs of the whole world also gives a con-
cise siaramary of •ducational topics, including the results of the
latest researches and discoveries. There are a few short stories
and verses, selected from good authors, and a small number of illus-
trations usually of excellent quality.
The Great Round World is in greater favor with the boys than
with girls, but all find it interesting and helpful. The subject
matter is presented in a clear manner, and its general tone is wholc-
8om« and elevating. The mechanical makeup of the magazine is very
good v.with the exception uf a poor quality of paper used.
Great Round World is taken by seventeen of the twenty-five
libraries to which letters were sent asking for a list of childreng
periodicals taken by them. Three of the libraries, the Buffalo Pub-
lic library. Providence Public library, and the Carnegie library of
Pittsburgh take this magazine, but have it in the adult department.
Since the scope was changed it is too old for children, Mrs. Maltby
of the Buffalo Public library says:-* Great Round World is very
good for current events, best probably but our children did not use
it extensively. We now have bound volumes for reference, but not
the current numbers. They are in the adult periodical room.* '
Other librarians voice Mrs, Maltby*s sentiments in considering
great Round World best for current events, and find that children
use it very seldom. With a few exceptions all libraries bind vol-
umes and do not let them circulate, but keep them in the library for
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reference work. Three of the libraries, Evanston Pree PuTalic libr-
ary, Newark Pree Public library'-, and Indianapolis Public library
would like to have printed cards analyzing Great Round World,
The following is the list of libraries taking this magazine :-
Boston Public library,
Brookline Public library,
Cleveland Public library.
Eau Claire (Wis.) Public library,
Bvanston Free Public library,
Hartford Public librarj*^,
Indianapolis Public library,
Kansas City Public library,
Minneapolis Public library,
Newark PreePublic library.
New Haven PreePublic librarjA,
Free library gf Philadelphia,
Pittsburg Carnegie library.
Providence Public library,
Scoville Institute library (Oak Park.Ill.).
Scranton Public library,
Springfield (Mass. ) City library.
Little Polks monthly, 1897 —date, —v .1 , -date, 48 p. illus,
10x7 in. S.E.CASSINO, Salemn, |l.00 ed.by Charles Stuart Pratt,
and Ella Pratt.
The Little Polk's magazine is especially adapted to the use
of very small children. It made its appearance a few years ago
and it to-day enjoying an exceedingly good circulation. With the
Little Polks is incorporated "Our Little Ones and the Nursey*,
"Little Men and Women" and "Babyland"
—
, all of which were well re-
ceived and popular with the children. The editors of Little Polks
are very proficient, as their experience in selecting and preparing
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lit«ratur« f#r children extends •rer a langtr period than aost ©ther
•dit«r8 of Biailar magazinto.
The magazine usually contains one serial made uji of incidents
or episodes of child life, and is very interesting reading for the
children. The general tone of the stories is pure and inspiring, add
the children learn wany good lessons frem them. The short stories
are usually taken from real life* and are well selected. They set
forth acts of kindness, and appeal to the noble qualities of the
child. Each is in itself a lesson, moral and elerating. The same
is true of the verses. They are short, marked by their simplicity
and their nobleness of sentiment. In the verses and stories alike
the writer infuses a wave of kindly good humor, child like in its
nature. Bvery number contains much interesting matter in the way
of stories about the children's "Little Brothers "of earth and
air, as the beasts, birds, insects, and plant life. All these sub-
jects are presented with marked clearness, and are always an extreme,
success in interesting and holding the attention of the child. A-
side from the material already mentioned, the magazine contains
many illustrations of various sizes, all the work of good artists.
The magazine is well printed in large type and on good paper. It
is acknowledged to be one of the best magazines now published for
children from three to ten years of age.
Little Polks is taken by fifteen of the twenty-fivc* libraries
to which letters were sent asking for a list of periodical s taken
1 '
zu
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for the children's room. Of the fifteen, the Cleveland Public and
Lob Angeles Public libraries take tw© copies each, while none of
the rest take more than one. The St, Louis Public library buys the
illustrated annual volumes, and finds them very popular with the
children. The majority of the libraries bind these volumes, and a
few circulate. The following is the list cf libraries taking this
magazine, together with quotations oif a few of the respective libr-
arians;
Buffalo Public library-
-Mrs. Maltby. the librarian of the
children's room, says:-" Little Polks is a little young for primary
pupils, and is unsatisfactory now days,"
Cleveland Public library,
Detroit Public library,
Eau Claire (Wis,) Public library,
Bvanston Free Public library,
Hartford Public library,
Los Angeles Public library,
Minneapolis Public library.
New Haven Free Public library,
Pree Library of Philadelphia, Miss BngLe. children's librar-
ian says:-* Little Polks is one of the best and most popular per-
iodical for primary pupils,"
Pittsburgh Carnegie library,
Pratt Institute Pree library,
St, Louis Public library. Miss Krug, children's librarian
says:-*We have bought some bound volumes, and find them very use-
ful,
•
Scoville Institute library, (Oak Park, 111.).
Scranton Public library.
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Bird-Lore
. bimonthly, 1898-
-date, y.l.--date. 32 p. illus.
9x7 in. Macmillian Co. Harrisburgh, Pa. Jl.OO «d. -by
Frank M. Chapman.
Bird-Lore made its appearance in 1898. and is enjoying a good
and increasing circulation to-day. As a rule this class of maga-
zines are very short lived, few surviving their fifth year; but
Bird-Lore has passed this mark, and its circulation continues to
grow larger. This fact is strong evidence in favor of the high
quality of the magazine and gives it a place among the first in
rank of all ornithological journals.
The magazine deals primar^.ly with the stu(fy and protection of
"birds, as the name indicates. The subject is taken up with a view
of instructing the child in matters relating to the bird family;
and at the sam* time, present an appeal for better treatment of the
winged creatures. Its motto is:" A bird in the bush is worth two
in the hand?, and this in itself is significant of the lesson it
aims to teach. The child's sympathy is awakened, he becomes more
interetotbd in ni, little brothers of the air", and is influenced
to look after them and to care for them, instead of molesting or
harming them. The magazine consists of articles by different welJ
know writers, among whom are John Burroughs, Henry Van IJyke, EmesT
Thempson-Seton, and Oliver Thorne Miller. They take up the habits
of birds and present a method for the stuc^y of them. Such articles
while calling for systematic and somewhat earnest stuc^y.are not be-
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yond the intelligence of the average child. The articles are illug.
trated with very good half-tone photographs. There are many pict-
ure of birds, and the child makes use of these hy comparing them
with those birds which he knows and sees every day. Bird-Lore is
the official organ of the Audubon Society, and the interest of the
society are presented particularly by Mabel Osgood Wright, one of
the prominent ornithologists in the country. In the last number of
the year, there is a separate index to the entire volume. Pirst, an
alphabetical author index, giving author, subject, or title of art-
icle, and page number. Following this is an alphabetical subject
index. These are very helpful and useful when volumes are bound.
Bird-Lure is taken by fourteen of the twenty-five libraries to
which letters were sent asking for a list of children's periodicals
taken by them. The Cleveland Public library, Pittsburgh Carnegie
library, and !Tew Haven Pree Public libraries consider Bird-Lore
too old for children, and so keep it in the adult department. Only
one copy is taken by each of these libraries. In all cases it is
bound, but seldom circulates, being used in the library for refer-
ence work. Buffalo Public library would like to have printed card
analyzing Bird-Lore.
The following is a list of the libraries taking this magazine:
Boston Public library,
Brookline Public library,
Buffalo Public library.
Cedar Rapids (la.) Free Public library,
Cleveland Public library,
Evanston Free Public library.
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Milwaukee Public library,
Minneapolis Public library,
Newark Free Public library.
New Haven Free Public library,
Pratt Institute Free Public library,
Pittsburgh Carnegie library,
Scoville Institute library, (Oak Park, 111 .)
.
Springfield, (Mass.) City library.
Child Garden, monthly, 1892 --date, T.l.--date, 32 p. illug.
10x7 in. A.W.Munford, Chic. $1.00 ed. by Andrea Hofer
Proudfoot
,
Child Garden, a kindergarten magazine, was first published in
1892, and has at all times been popular with the childrfin. From the
beginning this magazine has enjoyed a continually increasing cir-
culation, until now it ranks well among the first. The management
of Child Garden changed in May 1902, at which time A.W.Munford, also
publisher of Birds & Nature, took charge and has made marked improv^e-
ment .especially in colored flower and bird plates, probably taken
from Birds & Nature.
Child Garden is a magazine of story t song and play. Bach num-
ber contains serials, several short stories, poems, letter box, and
the garden game with words and music. Lastly, a few pages are de-
voted to the work of the league of American Mothers.
The subject matter taken up in the serials consists of epi-
sodes of child life, stories of birds, and of favorite pet animals.
The same is true of the short stories and poems. All are bright and
interesting, well illustrated and. easily understood. The very
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small cliildren vvho are unable to read the stories enjoy leoking at
the pictures, and imagining stories to »uit their own fancies. The
general tone throughout is one of marked simplicity, and is well
adapted to the use of primary pupils. A special letter "box, where
letters from different readers of Qhild Garden are published is
one of the most interesting features of the magazine to the little
ones. This is the official organ of the League of American Mother
and in this capacity presents suitable matter for programs for
other leagues, as well as giring individual helps. The paper is of
a fairly good quality, the type is large, and the print, while not
the best, is clear and easily read.
Child Garden is taken by thirteen of the twenty -fiye libraries
t© which letters were sent. The Cleveland Public library is the
only one that takes aore than one copy , and this library takes
two. Minneapolis Public library, Carnegie library of Pittsburgh,
and Pratt Institute Free library are the only libraries that do not
bind back volumes of Child Garden. Miss Anna C, Moore, of Pr%tt In-
stitute Free library says:-" We have not bound volumes since they
have become so poor."
Five of the libraries consider this magazine one of the best
there is for primary pupils. The Buffalo Public library is the only
one that would like to have printed cards analyzing Child Garden.
The following is a list of the thirteen libraries taking this
magazine, and remarks by a number of the respective librarians:
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Buffalo Public library, Mrs. Maltby. children's librarian says
"Child Garden is sometimes very good, but often uninteresting. It
is a little young for primary pupils, and unsatisfactory now day!?'!
Cleveland Public library. Miss Powers, children's librarian
says:-" Child Garden is very good to be read to primary pupils,*
Los Angeles Public library,
Milwaukee Public library,
Miiineapolis Public library,
Ntdfark Pree Public library.
New Haven Free Public library.
Free library ©f Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh Carnegie library,
Pratt Institute Free library'-.
Providence Public library,
Springfield (Mass.) City library,
Detroit Public library.
The) Little Chronicle , weekly. 1897-"dute. v. 1. --date.
16 p. illus. 14x12 in. The Little Chronicle Pub'l Co., Chic.$1.50
The Little Chronicle is an illustrated newspaper for boys and
girls and busy people. It was established in 1897, and has from.
the first enjoyed a good circulation. The magazine is popular among
the school children, and teachers also find it very useful and in-
teresting in connection with their work. This is due to the fact
that it is especially for the use of pupils in connection with
their school work. A large part of the material is on subjects of
history, geography, language, and other of the common branches in
the regular course of studfcr. The magazine draws much of the mater-
ial along these lines from questions of comparatively recent dis-
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cussion, and consequently are much more interesting to children.lt
tends to promote the haljit of comparing the past and present, to
some extent. Subjects are selected which are likely to become his-
tory, and these are presented in the form which experience has pro-
ven to be best for children. Its plan is to emphasize and give
especial prominence to those points bearing upon educatioiial mat-
ters, and leaving the rest to their insignificance. The Little Chro'w-
iclt is in form similar to a newspaper. The leaves are large, 14x12
in. each page containing four columns, with illustrations and maps
inserted somewhat liberally. The paper is good, the type small, but
the printing clear. Several advertisements are scattered around
over the pages, but not too numerous to be seriously objectionable.
Each issue of the periodical contains a colored black-board map re-
view, which is gotten out on a separate sheet, usually about 13x10
in. The pupils make use of this and find it very helpful.
The first few pages are taken up each week discussing the gen-
eral outlook of the country* items of interest in politics and com-
merce. Following this is a calendar of harvests for the month.nam-
ing different products and telling where growing. There is a news
summary giving short items of contents of number by country, place
and event, and number of page where article is to be found. All
this takes up about half of each number. The rest consists of ser-
ials; cute sayings; short stories and poems; nature page, with a
special note of nature puzzles and prizes; list of anniversaries
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during the week; reviewsof new iDOoks- all of which are rather mis-
cellaneous in nature, "but instructive.
Little Chronicle is taken by twelre of the twenty-five libr-
aries to which letters were sent. Some consider it too old for
children, and have it in the general reading room. Only one. the
Cleveland Public library .takes more than one copy, and two are
taken there. All bind volumes, few circulate, but are kept in the
libraries for reference work. Pour libraries, the Eau Claire (Wis.)
Public library, Indianapolis Public library. Providence Public libr-
ary, and Scovllle Institute library (oak Park, 111.), desire printed
cards analyzing Little Chronicle. Miss Mary Conover, of Detroit
Public library says: -"The Little Chronicle seems tj be doing good
work, but the name is against it,"
The following is a list of the twelve libraries taking this
magazine ;
-
Buffsdo Public library.
Cedar Rapids (la.) Free Public library,
Cleveland Public library,
Detroit Public library,
Sau Claire (Vis.) Public library,
Hartford Public library.
Indianapolis Public library,
Newark Free Public library.
Providence Public library.
St, Louis Public library,
Scoville Institute libraiy. (Oak Park. 111.),
Scranton Public library.
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Americsm Boy ,monthly, 1898--date» y,l.--date. 32 p, illus.
14x11 in, Sprague Put'l Co. Detroit. |l,00. ed. by Wm, C.
Sprague & G.O. Ellis.
The American Boy made its appearance only about five years ago
but in this short time, it has reached a very large circulation. The
magazine is taken by a large number of libraries that have a child-
ren's room, ajid in every case the librarians are enthusiastic in
their recommendations of it because it is especially adapted to the
use of boys of about fourteen years of age.
The American Boy consists of serials, short stories, instruc-
tive papers, book reviews, and the usual puzzle page, together with
a comparatively large number of good illustrations. A considerable
amount of the material is historical and biographical. This is es-
pecially true of the serials. The effective manner in which these
subjects are presented is deserving of more than a passing commend-
ation. It is only fair to stop and emphasize words of praise con-
cerning this quality of the magazine. Such matters of history as
are taken up are presented in a clear forcible way, tending to in-
duce the boy to reflect upon the striking si tuatiojis, rather than
lose himself in an emotional episode. This is accomplished, first,
by a careful selection of such subject matter as would naturally
appeal to the boy's better nature, arousing his patriotism, awaken-
ing his sympathy, and adding nev/ force and determination to his
youthful ambitions. Secondly, the editors have made use of illus-
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trations to a considerable extant, and have very liberally supplied
mapB which in themselves go far toward explaining the situations,
and teach the boy to stu(V details, instead of merely taking in the
story as a whole. The short stories are stories of heroism, advent-
ure and achievements--, ail of which are clean, whole some, and up-
lifting, without being sentational. They never lack interest for the
boy who Is inclined to read.
The magazine JLs, however, not free from objections. There has
not been a sufficient improvement in the quality of paper used, such
as mi^t b« expected of a magazine enjoying a good and increasing
circulation. Again, considerable advertising matter is scattered
along with the reading material, a thing which is always objection-
abl«. Mrs, Mary E.Root, children* s librarian of Providence Public
library, says:-* The American Boy is the most popular of any maga-
zine with the boys. It is cheap in general appearance; advertise-
ments obj ectionable,but not enough to condemn it in our opinion, ow-
ing to its great demand, and the class of boys it reaches,"
Miss White of the Free Public library of New Baven says '.-"It
awakens and increases ambition in the boys,"
The American Boy magazine is taken by nine of the twenty-five
libraries to which letters were sent asking for a list of period-
icals taken for the children's room. Of the nine none take more
than one copy. All bind volumes, and these circulate to some extent.
The following is a list of the nine libraries taking this
*t t f
I
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magazine:-
Boston Public library,
Cleveland Public librarjs
Detroit Public library.
New ""aven Free Public library,
Pittsburgh Carnegie library.
Providence Public library,
Scoville Institute library, (Oak Park,ILL.),
Scranton Public library,
Springfield (Mass.) City library.
Casaell^B Lit tle Folks
, monthly, 1871- -date, v. 1. --date.
38 p. illus. 10x7 in. Cassell & Co. Limited,Lond. Amer. ed.
$1.50, orig. Lond. ed. |2.00.
Cassell*s Little Polks is one of the few English magazines for
children that can compare favorably with our St. Nicholas and the
Youth's Companion. The magazine enjoys a wide circulation both in
England and in the United states.
The magazine consists of serials, which .at times, are some-
what sentatio^al; short stories; poems; some few instructive papery
and the usual line of puzzles for children. The last few pages are
especially adapted to the use of the smaller children. They are
made up of short stories and poems, well illustrated, and printed
in large type; and as such are very effective in attracting and hold
ing the attention of the little ones. Some critism has, however,
been offered to the poor quality of paper used by the publishers of
this magazine, and also to the color of the illustrations, Por in-
stance.Miss Moore, children* s librarian, at Pratt Institute Pree Lib
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rary sa^s:-" We used to take this magazine, hut there are some
rather sentational stories in it at time, and the pa^jer is cheap
with poor Illustrations,"
Cassell's Little Polks is taken by nine of the twenty
-five
libraries to which letters were sent asking for a list of period-
icals taken for the children's room. Of the nine, only five take one
copy each of the current numbers.while the others buy bound voliimes
because of the interest children take in them in book fom. The
following is a list of the nine libraries taking this magazine:-
Cleveland Public library,
Detroit Public library.
Minneapolis Public library.
New Haven Pree Public library,
Free Library of Philadelphia,
St. Louis Public library,
Scoville Institute Public library. (Oak Park. 111.),
Scranton Public library,
Prat+ Institute Pree library, used to take it, but does not
at present time.
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The following is a supplementary list ©f sixteen per-
iodicals:
Periodical
. Published.
Amateur Work N.Y.City,
Boston Cooking School Magazine Boston,
Boy's Own Paper —— London.
Chatterbox — - London.
Girl's Own Paper London,
Little Boys And Girls ~ plainfield, Ind.
Men of Tomorrow Albany.
Our Animal Friends N.Y.City.
Our Dumb Animals — Boston.
Our Youth's Friend Plainfield, Ind,
Perry Magazine Boston.
Pets And Animals Springfield, 0.
Young Idea Boston.
Young People Philadelphia.
Young People' s Weekly Elgin, 111.
Youth ~- Philadelphia.
a*
Anateur Work, monthly, 1892— date, v.l--(iate. 25 p.
illUB. 11x8 in. Draper pu"bl , Co. N.Y. $1.00.
Amateur Work is a magazine of the useful arts and science
which has in the last few years reached a very good circulation.
Bach numlDer contains articles on subjects consistent with the title
and object of the magazine. These articles are all signed, well
illustrated, ajid very practical and helpful
.
Besides these, for
the purpose of interesting the younger readers, a junior depart-
ment has been opened the past year, giving information and instruc^-
ion on different subjects in a very clear and comprehensive man-
ner. Through letters from tvy.enty-five libraries, three take this
magazine. The following is the list ©f the libraries taking this
magazine, and comments made by the respective librarians:
Kansas City Public library, Miss Helen Read, children's
librarian says: " Amateur Work is an electrical magazine which is
very popular with the boys. We take two copies, and bind one."
New Haven Free public library,-- Miss Helen Dodd , children's
librarian, says:-" Amateur Work is often used by the young people
in the adult department. We take two copies and bind both."
Scranton Public library,-- Miss McMillan, children's librar-
ian says:-" Amateur Work is interesting to the boys who are stucly-
ing electricity, and are of a mechanical turn, and of these there
are quite a number."
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Boston Cooking School Magazine, iLonthly, 1896— date. v.l-dat«
46 p. ill us. 10x7 in. The Boston Cooking School Magazine Pub'l.
Co. $1.00 ed. -by Janet McKenzie Hill.
The Boston Cooking School magazine is one of the monthly
periodicals published in the interest of domestic science. It aims
to promote economy and pursues the plan of beginning with the child-
ren. Howerer, some of the methods which it presents are somewhat
scientific in nature, but on the whole, the subjects are presented
in a practical way. The magazine is the official organ of the
Boston Cocking School Corporation, which famishes valuable bits
of information in line with its work. The subject matter consists
of articles bearing upon culinary science, and questions of domes-
tic economics. Items ©f news and notes of the cooking school are
also included. In addition to this, the magazine has editorials,
a number of valuable re^^ipts, and some illustrations. It is well
printed on good paper, clear plain type, and illustrations fairly
good. Boston Cooking School magazine is taken by three of the
libraries to which letters were sent asking for a list of period-
icals taken for the children's room. All take one copy each, and
bind them.
The following is a list of the libraries taking this magazine:
Brookline Public library.
Scoville Institute library (Oak Park, 111.).
Springfield (Mass.) City library.

Boy's Own Paper, monthly. 1878 --date, T.-l--date. 16 p.
illus. 12x9 in. Religieus Tract Soc. London, |2 .00
.
Boy's Own Paper is one of the oldest English magazines
which have been issued for the last twenty
-fiye years, and still
continues to enjoy a wide circulation. It consists of serials;
historical, biographical, and scientific papers; short stories;
puzzles; and amusements. The articles, although rather miscel-
laneous in nature, are instructive, and the stories are of a heal-
thy vigor. The illustrations and general makeup are very poor. The
print is too small, and the quality of paper used is very cheap.
The Boy's Own Paper is taken by two libraries, both take one copy
each and bind them. The following is a list of the two libraries
taking the magazine:
Pree library of Philadelphia,
St. Louis Public library.
Chatterbox, weekly. 1864--date, v.l--date, 8 p. illus.
10x8 in. London. |l ,00 ed. by H.R.T. Gatty.
Chatterbox is a juvenile magazine which has a wide cir-
culation, and is in great demand in bound volumes. It consists of
serials and stories, which are at times questionable.; theusual
puzzle page; and a great many pictures. The following quotation
from the first editor of this magazine will show the character of
the periodical ;*As there are tears, as well as smiles, on the
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cheeks even of children, so, in spite of the lightsome name, this
Chatterbox will from week to week whisper a few words ahout the
solemn lessons we must learn, and the duties we must try to do to
God and to those around us if we will be happy here, and happy in
the S^eat Poreyer.*
The makeup of the magazine is not very good. Cheap paper is
used, the type is poor, and the illustrations are not very clear.
Miss A.C.Moore of Pratt Institute Free library says:-" We had
a few volumes of Ohatterbox, but are not replacing it, as it con-
tains a good many questionable stories,"
Six of the libraries have Chatterbox in their collection, but
all except the New Haven Tree public library buy the bound annual
volumes. The following six libraries take this magazine;-
Detroit Public library,
Evanston Free Public library,
Indianapolis Public library.
New Haven Free public library.
Pratt Institute i'ree library.
St. Louis Public library.
Girl's Own Paper, monthly, 1878--date. v,l— date. 16 p. illus.
12x9 in. Religious Tf-act Soc. London. $2,00.
Girl*s Own Paper is one of the best known English period-
icals, and receives the warmest welcome among the English children
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to-day. The subject matter consists of serials, short stories, the
puzzle page, answers to letters, and practical information on such
subjects as, "How girls should dress?" ect.--, all of which are
well illustrated and instructive. In general appearance, the mag-
azine is fair The quality of paper good, hut the illustrations
and type are not very clear or plain. Girl*s Own Paper is taken
"by onlj'- one of the twenty-five libraries, the Free library ©f
Philadelphia,
Little Boys and Girls , monthly, 1889 --date. v,l--date,
16 p. illus, 9x7 in. Little Boy6 and Girls Co, Plainfield. Ind.
.75,
Little Boys and Girls is a monthly magazine for the little
one. Its motto is "simplicity", and it is so very simple and
easy that the smallest child can read and understand the stories
and rhymes. It is well illustrated, large print, good heavy paper
to stand the rough and tear of children's usage. Most of the
stories are very short, and are usually descriptions of a picture
of some animal or a group of children.
Men of Tomorrow ,monthly, 1879-- date, v.l--date, 54 p,
illus. 10x7 in. Men of Tomorrow Co, Alb. $1,00 ed, by the Co.
Men of Tomorrow is published monthly, and, as its name
suggests , is somewhat prophetic in its nature. The contributions
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t« this magazin© deals with present circumstances and sets ferth
cenjectures as t« the pessibili ties ef the future. The stories
are laid in some future time, and the her© is traced through norel
experiences. It appeals t© the child's imagination reiy strongly.
In the Tarious articles, the writer sets forth seme of the mest
important present achievements, and prophesies as te what greater
things may yet "be achieved in the future. The articles are fairly
well illustrated, and some invention/is explained by drawings.
The magazine is the organ ©f that great chivalric society, the
Knights ef King Arthur. The mechanical makeup of the magazine is
veiy good, with the exception of the poor quality of paper used.
Men of Tomorrow is coming more in favor each year. Now six
•f the twenty-five libraries t© which letters were sent asking for
* list of children's periodicals taken fpr thiJLs department, in-
clude it in their list. All take one copy each, and bind them.
The following is a list of the six libraries taking this
magazine
:
Cleveland Public library.
Pree library of Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Carnegie library,
Pratt Institute Free library.
Providence Public library.
Scranten Public library.
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Our Animal Prlends , monthly, 1894--date, v,l--date.
20 p. illus. 9x7 in. Amercian Soc, for the Prevention of Cruelty
te Animals, N.Y. $1,00.
Our Animal Friends is one ©f the iBter magazines whese
chief aim is to prevent cruelty to animals. It enjoys a fairly
good circulation, perhaps due to the fact that it is the official
or^n ef the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animal s
.
The magazine consists of original and instructive articles of
interest to all animal owners, including serials, short stories,
and interesting miscellany "by well known writers. All articles
are well written, and illustrated with excellent pictures The
magazine is taken by two of the twenty-five libraries. Both libr-
aries take one copy each and bind them.
The two libraries are Pratt Institute Free library, and the
New Haven Free library.
Our IXunb Animals , monthly, 1868 --date, v, l--date,
12 p. illus. 12x10 in. Mass, Soc, for the Prevention ©1
Cruelty to Animals. Boston, |,60, ed. lay G: T, Angell
.
Our Dumb Animals has been issued for the last thirty -five
years, and still enjoys quite a wide circulation. The magazine
contains short stories, and poems about animals, the cheif object
of which is to prevent cruelty to them. These stories instill in-
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to the child a desire to "be kind and good to all animals. In gen-
eral appearance the magazine is cheap, poor paper, and print and
illustrations not yeiy clear. Through letters from twenty-five
librarians, it is found that seven include this in their list of
periodicals taken for the children's room.
The following is a list of the libraries, and comments by the
respe6tive librarians:
Cleveland Public library,
Eau Claire (Wis.) Public library,
Minneapolis Public library.
Newark Free public library.
New Haven Free public library. Miss White, children's libr-
arian says:-" It teaches kindness to animals."
-Pratt Institute Free library. Miss Mocre, children's librar-
ian says:-" We used to take this magazine, but found it very poor
so had it discontinued."
Providence Public library, and the
St, Louis Public library, receive it as a gift, that is their
reason for having it on their lists.
Our Youth's FrignjU monthly. 1888 - date, v,l-«date. 8 p.
illus. Pub'l Ass'n of Friends, Plainfield, Ind. ^.50. ed. by
P.W. Raidabaugh.
I Our Youth's Friend is one of the numerous Sunday school pap-
ers published by the different church unions and sold in bulk to
societies which distribute them free to the scholars. It is an
eight page sheet, and contains stories and verses, religious and
temperate in tone, with a few colored illustrations. The general
appearance of the paper is unattractive to children. It is small
plain and similar to other Sunday school papers.
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Perry Ma^^irie. 10 nos. Sept. 1897 -- date. t. 1— date.
42 p. illus. 10x7 in. Perry Magazine Co. Boston, $1.00.
1
ed. "by Eugene Ashton Perry,
The Perry Magazine is one of the best monthly periodicals
published now in the interests of fine arts, and it has, in the
last few years, reached a very good circulation. It consists of
I
articles by artists, sculptors, painters, and their works; descript-
ions df different noted paintings; poems; and other miscellaneous
material--, all of which are authentic and very instructive and
enjoyable reading. Perry Magazine has some very fine illustrat-
ions. The printing is clear, and stands out plainly. The paper
and type are very good, and all go to make up a very attractive
magazine.
The Perry Magazine is taken by three of the twenty-five libr-
aries. All take one copy each, and bind. The following is a list €^
the three libraries, and corniflents made by the respective librarians,
Cleveland Public library. Miss Powers, children's librarians,
says;-" Perry Magazine has become very popular with the children.
It is very good.*
Kansas City Public library. Miss Read, children's librarian,
says:-" It is fine for art study. We take one copy and bind."
New TIaven Free public library. Miss White, children's libr-
arian, says:-* "Perry Magazine is often used by young people in the
adult department,*
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Pets and Animals
.
monthly. 1898 — date* v .1 - date, 24 p.
illus. 9x6 in. Pets and Animals Co. Pub'l Springfield, 0.
$,50 ed. by Louis E. Van Norman,
Pets and Animals is an illustrated magctzine interesting
in connection with the happenings of the home. The subject matter
is drawn for the most part from every dtjy life among the little
ones. It contains stories of their pets, and is a pleasing and
amusing recital of what the children do in their little houses.
Por this reason it is a pleasant magazine, and the children read
and seem to enjoy it very much. The stories are well illustrated,
a feature that is always attractive to the children. The last page
or two is taken up with letters from little readers, and this part
of the magazine is equally interesting for the children. Also a
few verses, and the usual puzzle page are included. The magazine
Is the official publication of the Chatuaqua Junior Naturalist
clubs, and much of the material is drawn from this source. It is
in one library, the St. Louis Public, where it is received as a
gift
.
Young Idea .monthly. 1889 --date, v. 1— date, 16 p. illus.
12x9 in. Allen Co. Boston, $.50. ed. by The Allen Sisters.
Young Idea, an educational magazine, was established in
1889, and during these sixteen years, has reached a fairly good
circulation. It consists of short stories, chapters of history.

,biograpiji^. and science. These are all well illustrated. The ar-
rangement of raaterial is somewhat as follows:- The first few pages
deals with subjects of art, science, and a few questions of the hoae
The last pages are especially noted for the good character sketches
ll
of prominent men, and the list of principal events of the mont/K,
In answer to letters from the children's librarians, it is found
j
that only one of the twenty
-five libraries take Young Idea, and
this is the Free public library of New Haven.
The Cleveland Public library took it previous to 1903.
Young People « weekly, liov. 1879, - date, v. 1 date. 8 p.
illus. 16x12 in. American Baptist Pub' 1 Soc. Phil. $,60. ed.
by A.J. Rowland & C.R. Blackall
.
Young People is one of the oldest and best circulating
Sunday school papers now published. The long stories are all of a
moral and religious nature. The short stories, poems, and other
miscellaneous material, such as practical articles under heading,
"house beautiful" and "amateur photography" fete, are well written
and instructive. The Young People is taken by two of the libraries.
Both take one copy each, and do not bind volume. The two librar-
ies are, Minneapolis Public library; and New HavenPree public
library.
X
iYoung Pe^le*_8, Jgeeklx, 1886 - date. v. 1 - date, 8 p.
lllus. 17x12 in. David C. Cook, Pub'l Co. Elgin, 111. $.75.
II
Young People' s Weekly is a Sunday/ school paper, and its
circulation is limited almost entirely to Sunday schools. The
Ij
magazine consists of serials, short stories, poems, and colloqual-
1
isms. Also an entire page is devoted to the "world of to-day"
giving short accounts of new inventions, incidents ©f the hour, and
nature»s realm. One page is devoted to different young people'
s
church societies. Illustrations and the general makeup of the
magazine is very poor The pictures are colored, and cheap paper
is used. The same company also publishes the Boy's World, a week-
ly; the Weekly Welcome for old and young; Girl's Companion, a
weekly; and Dew Drop, a weekly for tiny children.
Youth_, monthly, Nov, 1901 - date, V,, 1 -date, 38 p. illus.
10x7 in. Penn. Pub'l Co. Phil, |;i .00 ed, by Ferbert 'eonard
Coggins.
The Youth is one of our new illustrated magazines for boys
and girls of about fourteen years of age, and enjoys a fairly good
circulation. It consists of several serials, historical in nature,
describing episode in the colonial period, American revolution, and
Civil V/ar.. Some of these stories proved so popular with the child-
ren that when completed in the numbers of the magazine
, were after.,
ward published in book fom. The rest of the magazine is taken up
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with short stories of adventure, heroism, descriptions of histor-
ical places, and a few current events and co/Tmients of the months.
The Youth is still in its infancy. Taut if it continues to improve,
it will soon rank with the best children's magazines. Through in-
quiries to the twenty-five libraries
, it is found that two take
this magazine. They are the Free library of Philadelphia and the
Los Angeles Public library.
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Will you kindly designate on the enclosed list answers to the
following questions? Use marks Preceding each question.
S_ Which of these periodicals are in your library?
1,2, or 3 -How many copies?
B
— Which do you "bind?
Yes or No-Do you take second copy for "binding?
* Bo bound volumes circulate?
* Bo you buy volumes of periodicals no longer extant?
C- • Which do you consider the best for current events?
B-- What periodicals do you recommend for primary pupils?
By—^Which are the most popular with the boys?
G- Which are the most popular with the girls?
Which ones do you analyze in your card catalog?
Yes or No -Would you like to have printed cards analyzing these?
If so which ones?
Make additions to list if library has any not
noted here.
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Questions were sent to the following twenty-five libr-
aries; -
Library. Children's Librarian.
Boston-Public library Alice M. Jordan,
Brookline -Public library Louisa M. Hooper.
Brooklyn-Public library Clara W. Hunt.Libn.
Buffalo -Public librarj^ Mrs, Silas B. Maltby.
Cedar Rapids (Ia,)-Pree public library ^-Lillian Pospishil
.
Cleveland-Public library
Detroit -Public library
Eau CI ai re (Wi s. ) -Public library/
Evanston-Free public library
_
Hartford-Public library
Indianapolis-Public library
Kansas City-Public library
Los Angeles -Public library/-
Milwaukee -Public library
Minneapolis-Public li'bra.ry
Newark-Pree public library
New Haven-Pree public library
Philadelphia-Free library,
Pittsburgh-yCarnegia library
Pratt Institute Free library
Providence
-Public library
Bffie L. Powers.
Mary Conover.
Ellen B
. Biscoe
.
Mary B. Lindsay ,Libn
,
Caroline M, Hewins.Libn.
Ella Saltmarsh.Libn.
Hel^^en S. Read,
Mae E. Blanchard.
Mary E. Dousman.
Mrs. Annette C.Ellison.
Helen Peters Dodd.
Gertrude F, White.
Emma R, Bngle.
Francis J. Olcott.
Annie Carroll Moore,
Mrs. Mary E.S.Root.

Library. Children's Libraria
St. Louis-Public library Julia Krug,
Scoville Institute library (oak Park»Ill )
-Evva L .Moore ,Libn
.
Scranton-Public library Elizabeth M. McMillan.
Springfield(Mass. )-City library Hiller C. WeJlman»Libn
.
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The following is an alphaljetical list of the twenty-five
li"braries, together with the children's periodicals taken by each:-
BOSTON -PUBLIC LIBRAgy^
1 .Ajnerican Boy
.
2 .Bird-Lore
.
3.Birds & Nature.
4 . Golden Days
.
5. Great Round World.
6 .St .Nicholas.
7.Youth's Companion.
S.Deutsche Jugendblatter
.
9,Magasin Illustred'Kducation et de Recreation.
10,Le Journal de la Jeunesse.
BROOKLIITE
-PUBLIC LIBRARY.
1 .Bird-Lore
2
.
Birds & Nature
.
S.Boston Cooking School Magazine.
4
.
Currant Literature
.
(not in c.r.)
5. Great Round World.
6 .St .Nicholas
.
7.Youth's Companion.
BROOKLYN
-PUBLIC LIBRARY
.
Letter, received no answer.
BUTPALO -PUBLIC LIBRARY".
1 .Bird-Lore
.
2 .Birds & Nature
,
3. Child Garden.
4.The Little Chronicle.
5.Little Folks.
6 .St .Nicholas
.
7.Youth* 8 Companion.
CKDAR RAPIDSdA. )-rREK PUBLIC LIBRARY.
1 .Bird-Lore
.
2.Birds & Nature.
3. The Little Chronicle.
4, St. Nicholas.
5 .Youth' s Companion
,
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CLRVELAND-PUBLIC LIBRAHy.
1
. American Boy,
2.Bird-Lore.
3.Birds & Nature.
4. cassell*s Little Folks.
5. Child Garden.
6. Current Literature, (not in c.r.)
7. Great Round World.
8.Little Chronicle.
9 .Little Folks^ „
lIL.Our Dumt Ani-^ls. ' °^ To-morrow.
12 .perry Magazine.
13. St. Nicholas,
14,Young Idea,
15.Youth's Companion.
DETROIT
-PUBLIC LIBRAHY
.
1.American Boy.
2
.
Birds & Nature
.
3. Ca3sell*s Little Polks.
4
. Chatter-Box.
5. Child Garden.
6. The Little Chronicle.
7.Little Polks.
8, St. Nicholas.
9.Youth's Companion.
BAU GI.AIKB (WIS.)
-PUBLIC LIBRARY.
1,Birds & Nature.
2, Current Literature.
3, Great Round World.
4,The Little Chronicle.
5,Little Folks.
6 .our Dumb Animals.
7, St. Nicholas.
8.Youth's Companion.
gVANSTON-PRlin!! PTOLI CJ^IBRARY^
1 .Bird-Lore,
2.Birds & Nature.
3. Chatter-"box.
4. Great Round World,
5.Little Polks.
6 ,St
. Nicholas
.
7.Youth's Companion,
II
t
I
HARTFORDtPUBLI C LIBRARy
.
1 .Birds & Nature
,
2
.
Current Literature.
3. Great Round World,
4. The Little Chronicle.
5.Little Polks.
6, St, Nicholas,
7.Youth's Companion.
IHDIANAPOLI S -PUBL
I
C LIBRARY^
1 .Birds & ijature
.
2
. Chatter-box,
3. Current Literature,
4, Great Round World.
5,The Little Chronicle.
6, St, Nicholas.
7.Youth's Companion.
KANSAS CITY
-PUBLIC LIBRARY
.
1 ,Amateur Work,
2 ,Birds & Nature
.
3, Great Round World.
4,Perry Magazine.
5,Philatelic West & camera News.
6. St. Nicholas.
7 .Youth* s Companion.
LOS ANGEL3SS
-PUBLIC LIBRARY.
1 .Birds & Nature.
2, Child Garden,
3. Current Literature,
4 .Little Polks.
5, St. Nicholas.
6 .Youth,
7,Youth's Companion,
MILWAUKHIB-PUBLIC LIBRARY.
1 .Bird-Lore
.
2 .Birds & Nature ,
3. Child Garden
.
4. Current Literature.
5. St. Nicholas.
6.Youth's Companion.

MINNEAPOLIS
-PUBLIC LiBRARy
.
1 .Bird-Lore
,
2.Birds & Nature.
3. Cassell*s Little Polks.
4. Child Garden.
5. Current Literature.
6. Great Round World,
7. Fappy Days.
8.Lit tie Folks.
9 .Our Dumb Animals.
10, St. Nicholas.
11 .Young People
,
12.Youth's Companion.
NEWARK-PRRE PUBLIC LIBRARY
.
1 .Bird-Lore
2 Child Garden.
3.Current Literature.
4 , Great Roun d Wo rl d
,
5, The Little Chronicle.
6 .our Dumb Animals.
7, St. Nicholas,
3.Youth*s Companion.
NEW HAVEN-PRBE PUBLIC LIBRAgY\_
1 .Amateur Work,
2.American Boy,
3 .Bird-Lore
.
4.Birds & Nature.
5. Cassell's Little Polks.
6
. Chatter-box
.
7
.
Child Garden.
8. Great Round World.
9.Little Polks.
10, Our Animal Friends
12 .bur Dumb Animals.
1 2.Pansy
.
13.Path Finder
14.Perry Magazine.
15, St, Nicholas.
16 .Young Idea.
17 .Young People,
18,Youth's Companion,
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PHELAlMLPHIA-FKHrH! LIBRARy
.
1,Birds & Nature.
2.Boy*s Ovm Paper,
S.Cassell's Little Folks.
4. Child Garden.
5. Girl*s Own Paper.
6. Golden Days.
7. Great Round World,
8.Little Folks.
9.Men of To-morrow,
10. St. Nicholas.
11 .Young People's Weekly.
12.Youth.
13.Youth's Companion,
PITTSBURGH. CARNEGIE LIBRARY.
1 .American Boy
.
2.Bird-Lore
.
3.Child Garden.
4. Current Literature,
5. Great Round World.
6.Lit tie Folks,
7.Men of To-morrow,
8 ,St Nicholas.
9.Youth's Companion.
PRATT INSTITUTE FREE LIBRARY.
1 -Bird-Lore
.
2 .Birds & Nature.
3 o Chatter-box.
4 .Child Garden,
5. Current Literature, (not in c,r.)
6. Great Round World.
7 .Little Folks.
8.Men of To-morrow.
9.Our Animal Friends.
10. St. Nicholas.
11.Youth's Companion.
PROVIMCE -PUBLIC LIBRARY
.
1.American Boy.
2.Birds & Nature
,
3. Child Garden,
4Great Roun.d World.
5.The Little Chronicle.

6 .Men of To-morrow.
7.Our Dumb Animals.
8.Popular Mechanics.
9 .St. Nicholas.
10 .Youth's Companion.
ST. LOUIS -PUBLIC LIBRARY.
1.Birds & Nature
2.Boy's Own Paper.
3. Cassell*s Little Polks.
4. Chatter-box,
5. Golden Days,
6.The Little Chronicle.
7 .Little Folks.
8 .Our Dumb Animals.
9 .Pets & Animals
.
10 .St. Nicholas
11
.
Youth* s Companion,
SCOVILLB INSTITUTE LIBRAHY
^
(OAK PARK,ILI.
.) .
1 .American Boy.
3»-Rirds & Nature,
4.Boston Cooking School Magazine,
5. Cassell*s Little Polks. *
e.Current Literature.
7.The Great Round World.
8. The Little Chronicle.
9 .Little Folks.
10, St, Nicholas,
11,Youth's Companion.
SCRANTON-PUBLIC LIBRARY.
1,Amateur Work,
2,American Boy.
3, Cassell*s Little Folks,
4, Great Round World,
5, The Little Chronicle.
6,Little Folks.
7 .Men of To-morrow,
8, St, Nicholas.
9,Youth's Companion,
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SPRINGFIELD, (MASS.) -CITY LIBRARY
.
1 .American Boy.
2,Bird-L8re
.
5.Birds & Nature,
4,Boston Cooking School Magazine,
5 .Child Garden.
6. Great Round World.
7 .St. Nicholas.
y .Youth's Companion.
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READING LIST.
Bissell, P.S,
What the lilararies are doing for the children, (see Out-
look, 15 eb 1902, 70: 420-24.)
Boston-Public library.
Children's room, (see Boston -Public library. Report
1895, p. 49.)
Clark, G-P.
(The) child in the library, (see Public lib. Dec. 1896,
1:310-11.
)
Fairchild, R.M.
Method of children's library work as determined by the
needs of the children, (see I , j cTune 1897, 22: c 19-28.)
Matthews, H.L,
Children's magazines, (see Bull, of Biblieg.. Apr, 1899,
1: 133-36.)
Pittsburgh (Pa.), Carnegie library.
Printed catalog cards for children's books, (see Pitts-
"burgh, (Pa. ) , Carnegie library. Bulletin, Jan. 1903, 8:3-5,)
• r
80.
Plunmer, M: W,
{Th«) work for children in free libraries, (see L. j.
¥»v, 1897, 22:679-86.)
Pratt Institute free library, Brooklyn, N.Y,
Children's room, (see Pratt Institute free library. Re-
port, 1897, p. 12-13.)
St. Nicholas index, (see L, j., Sept. 1901, 26:700,)
Tompkins, E.K,
Children's magazines, (see Critic, June, 1900, 36:544-
7.)
LISTS.
Brookline (Mass .)
-Public library.
List of beoks for boys and girls. 1900.
Dana, J:C,
Lists of periodicals for small library, (see his Libr-
ary primer, L900, p. 61-2»)
Helena (Mont .) -Public library.
Current history periodicals.

P«ttingill & Co,
Newspaper directory. 1896. (see Names of children's
magazines
.
)
Rowell G: R. & Co.
American newspaper directory. 1898. (see names ©f child-
ren's magazines.)
Salemn (Mass. ) -Public library.
Books for young people
, 1899,
Sargent, J: F,
Reading for the young, 1890.
Supplement, 1896,
Steam, L, B.
(A) list of best peiriodicals for the young,
Wisconsin-Free library commission.
Suggested list of popular beoks for small library .1902
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